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Warnings

Elwood Controls, LLC shall not be held liable for any loss, damage or injury caused by the use of the EC-SR23 arm and its control system. By 
deploying this system the owner/user etc. assumes all liability. It is up to the owner/user etc. and not Elwood Controls,LLC to determine the 
level of protection, guarding etc. required and to be provided in all applications to protect personnel, processes and environment of the applied 
EC-SR23 system. 

Although rotational axis forces may seem low enough to be considered a collaborative machine Elwood Controls, LLC does not classify in any 
way the EC-SR23 system to be collaborative system. It Shall Be the responsibility of the owner/user etc. to determine if the EC-SR23 can be 
classified as collaborative system in their application of the EC-SR23 system.

The mechanical advantage of the lead screw in the Z (vertical) axis can generate significant damaging and injurious forces and must be treated 
with care.

Any pneumatic components (grippers, clamps etc.) can develop significant damaging and injurious forces and must be treated with care.

Read the entire manual before trying to program or operate the EC-SR23 system.

Once programs have been generated they should be tested thoroughly before running in actual application.  
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System Overview

The SR23 robotic arm functions as a relative position, encoder feedback, system that uses a home position as the reference base for program 
movement.   The system includes four axis stepper motor driver control and four rotary encoder feedback loops for those motors. The system also 
includes process control inputs and outputs. The inputs are of two types, eight inputs are program wait state inputs and four are program interrupt inputs. 
The outputs are all single pole form C relay contacts. The vertical, or Z, axis can be either a motor driven, lead screw actuated, with position feedback or 
pneumatic air cylinder actuated for pick and place operations.

The outputs can be programmed to operate solenoid valves for pneumatic or vacuum control. There is a four outlet, push to connect, air or vacuum 
station at the end of the secondary arm. 

Programming of the SR23 is accomplished through an RS232 serial port that is connected to a user supplied laptop running a serial terminal program. 
Programs can be uploaded, downloaded, created and edited using the terminal program in conjunction with the control pendant. Programs can be stored 
in one of seven, 64 kbyte, memory blocks. Once installed in memory programs can be selected from a directory via the pendant and run without the need 

of the programming computer being attached to the control system.

 

Emergency stop
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I1      I3     I5      I7     L1     L3   

I2      I4     I6      I8     L2     L4   

ER     ES   EZ     EA 

I1      I3     I5      I7     L1     L3   

Program 

Pendant 

MR       MS       MZ        MA 

O1       O3         O5        O7 

O2       O4         O6        O8 

Scroll - scroll display
Stop – stop program
Start – start program
Ent – enter highlighted
Lock – speed lock
Speed – adjust speed
Run- enter run mode
Center position- standby
Prog – enter program mode

Motor drive direction

Motor driver enable     

Control Outputs 
O1 - O8  

Control Inputs 
L1 - L4  

Encoder Inputs
ER, ES, EZ,EA 

Motor Driver Outputs
 MR, MS, MZ, MA 

DB9 Programming
Port  

DB25 Pendant Port 

Control Cabinet and Pendant

The SR23 control cabinet includes the input and output connection plugs for both robot and process control functions.  

Plug Wiring

 Process Inputs I1 – I8  & L1 - L4

Process Outputs O1 - O8

24vdc +
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or To main board 
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UTo main board 

User power 
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PROG

RUNSPEEDLOCK

ENT
SCROLL

STARTSTOP

Motors MR, MS, MZ & MA   (factory wired, provided for reference only)

1
Motor Driver 

B-

B+

A+

B+

A-

Encoders ER, ES, EZ, EA  (factory wired, provided for reference only)

1

1 sig ground 

3 channel A

4 +5vdc

5 channel B

2NC

Encoder Plug 

Control Inputs 
I1 - I8  

DIPS
1 OFF
2 OFF
3 OFF
4 OFF

ESTOP 

DIPS MR MS MZ MA
1 ON OFF OFF OFF
2 ON OFF OFF OFF
3 ON OFF ON ON
4 ON ON ON ON
5 OFF OFF OFF OFF
6 OFF OFF OFF OFF
7 OFF OFF ON ON
8 ON ON ON OFF
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Work Envelope

23.5”
Electric Vertical
Back of gripper

 

360°

21.75”
Pneumatic vertical

 

12”
Standard tower

 

10”
Standard tower

 

12”
Tower Extension

 

6”
Tower Extension

 11.00”

13”

1.5”

Lift capacity: 
motorized z axis = 10 lbs
 

 

Electric
Z axis
Electric
Z axis

320°

Setup Examples

Compressed air
accumulator

SR23 control 
cabinet

Regulator
filter

Lubricator

5 port spool 
valve

Pneumatic 
gripper

O1

120V AC
supply

120V AC
solenoid

Compressed air
accumulator

SR23 control 
cabinet

Regulator
filter

Lubricator

5 port spool 
valveO1

120V AC
supply

120V AC
solenoid

Vacuum
accumulator

3 port spool 
valve

120V AC
solenoid

O2

Suction Cups

Electric Z axis with pneumatic gripper (optional and/or customer supplied parts shown)

Pneumatic Z axis with vacuum grip  (optional and/or customer supplied parts shown) 
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Connecting the EC-SR23 to the programming computer

Connect a laptop with a serial terminal program installed to the RS232 serial port on the control cabinet using a cable. If the laptop only has a USB 
port then a USB to serial adapter will be required. The system is supplied with the serial terminal program RealTerm (RT) so we will use it in our 

example below.  

Display tab settings (lower left screen)

Display as  =  Ansi
Scroll back = check
Rows set to your screen size

Port tab settings

Baud  =  9600
Port = the serial port being used 
Software Flow Control as shown:
“Check” receive       Xon Char 17
“Check” transmit      Xoff Char 19

Click on change to change the port settings

Programming Instruction Set

R  Counts to move to on the primary R rotational axis
S Counts to move to on the secondary S rotational axis
Z Counts to move to on the Z or vertical axis
A Counts to move to on the A axis
D Dwell time in milliseconds
I Program wait for input signal
L Program limit (interrupt) input
O Output to activate or deactivate
F Call a (F)unction = subroutine
H Home is not a program instruction but is used to move the arm to home position during programming   
V Velocity change
W Write program to memory( save)
; End of program
C Comments. Use C to enter a comment in programming mode. Displayed and stored as (comment text) in the program

Program Storage

Up to seven programs can be stored in seven 64 KB blocks 1 -7. Functions F0 – F3 are stored in four 16 KB blocks in the program block immediately 
following the main program block e.g. a program that is stored in block 1 will look for functions in block 2 as shown below.

1: SUB TEST                                                                     
2: F0 SUB TEST                                                                  
2: F1 SUB TEST                                                                  
2: F2 SUB TEST                                                                  
2: F3 SUB TEST                                                                                                                                  
3: SR23R1                                                                       
4: TEST                                                                         
5: REPEAT                                                                       
6: PANEL TEST                                                                   
7: PANEL TEST 
 
NOTES ON PROGRAMMING:

1)  Only R and S can move coincident to each other. R is entered first then S in programming.
2) When programming R only or S only movements leave the driver for the axis NOT being programmed activated so that joint does not move otherwise  
    the relative position of the joint will be lost even though the counters are updating.   
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Programming Introduction

When a program in created in the controller it can be downloaded to the programming computer and saved as a text file as a backup and for future 
uploading and reuse. When programs will be reused it is helpful to create a layout map for positioning of the SR23 and relative position of part pickup 
and put down locations.

Using the F (Function/subroutine call) instruction can save time and program space. An example of this would be picking a part off a stack moving it to a 
machine bed, picking it up after the machine process and moving it to and placing it on a stack of completed parts. The movement of the arm from the Z 
height above the raw part stack to the location above the completed part stack is the same for every part moved.      
                                          
Using the pendant

The pendant is used during the programming process to move the arm to positions to be used in the program. The motor drivers are activated using the 
bottom row of switches to enable the motors of each axis. The down position enables the driver and the up position disables the motor driver so the arm 
can be moved manually. Once the motor drivers are enabled the motors can be driven in one direction or the other using the motor drive switches.

The speed adjustment knob can be used to slow the speed of motion for more precise position locating. The lock switch next to the speed adjustment 
locks the speed so that is won't be moved in inadvertently during program running but is normally left unlocked during program creation.

Program formatting 

Below  is a small example

(F0 EXAMPLE)
1: R32433S37353
2: ;
(F1 EXAMPLE)
3: R32597S32934
4: ;
No file found
No file found

(EXAMPLE)
1: R32767S32767
2: Z32767A32767
3: Z43991
4: F0
5: Z33585
7: Z43340
8: F1
10: Z33935
11: Z41683
12: F0
13: Z33516
14: Z42208
15: F1
16: Z33547
17: Z42728
18: ;

Program name
Set R and S counters to home
Set Z and A counters to home
Z axis moves up
Call subroutine/ Function F0
Return from subroutine/function F0, Z axis moves down
Z axis moves up
Call subroutine/ Function F1
Return from subroutine/function F1, Z axis moves down
Z axis moves up
Call subroutine/ Function F0
Return from subroutine/function F0, Z axis moves down
Z axis moves up
Call subroutine/ Function F1
Return from subroutine/function F1, Z axis moves down
Z axis moves up
Main program ends

Program example using function (F) instruction

Below is a small example of a program that uses functions (subroutines) to repeat operations in a program

(SR23R1)
1: R32767S32767
2: Z32767A32767
3: O21
4: Z42690
5: R34989S42613
6: R34771S42863
7: Z28655
8: O20
9: R35544S43384
10: O21
11: R35440
12: O11
13: D70
14: R40872
15: I11
16: S43385
17: O20
18: R35553
19: R34789S42960
20: ;

Subroutine/function name
Move in both R and S
End F0 and return to main program
Subroutine/function name
Move in both R and S
End F1 and return to main program
No F2 file in the memory block
No F3 file in the memory block

Program name must be the first line of the program and must be enclosed in parentheses 
The first two lines of a program always set the position of all 4 axis's to home.

Output (O) number 2 is set to 1 ON
move in Z
Two coincident R and S axis moves

Output (O) number 2 is set to 0 OFF

R axis move without an S axis move
Output (O) number 1 is set to 1 ON
Dwell (D) fro 70 milliseconds

Wait for input 1 to go to 1 (high)  ON

Semicolon is the program end character

NOTE:
The program line numbers are not stored in program 
memory. When editing a program in a text editor it is not 
necessary to renumber the program when lines are added or 
deleted. When program lines are added use the same 
number as the line above it. Upload the revised program  to 
memory. The next time the program is downloaded the line 
numbers will be updated.     
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Using the programming computer (terminal mode)

Once the control cabinet is connected to the programming computer and a connection is set up in the terminal program, the programming mode  can be 
entered by switching to the PROG position on the pendant mode selection switch. If the connection is active the programming PC screen will display the 
following:

EC Robot arm ready                                                              
                                                                                
Read file = R                                                                   
Write file = W                                                                  
Create a new program = N                                                        
Edit an existing program = E                                                    
List directory = D                                                              
Exit = X                                                                        
Enter choice > R 

R for (R)ead:

Enter an R to read a file from memory to the terminal. This can be used to verify the program was stored properly and/or to capture the program file in a 
text file to save it. All programs, once created, should be copied from the memory and saved as a backup. When the R is entered the program directory 
is displayed something like this:

1: REPEAT                                                                       
2: REPEAT SUB                                                                   
3: SR23R1                                                                       
4: TEST                                                                         
5: SR23R2                                                                       
6: PANEL TEST                                                                   
7: SR23TOWR                                                                       
Enter file number >  1

Short programs, less than about 200 lines  (the scroll back setting on the display tab) will be read from the program memory block and displayed on the 
terminal something like this:

(REPEAT)                                                                        
1: R32767S32767                                                                 
2: Z32767A32767                                                                 
3: O21                                                                          
4: F0                                                                            
5: Z32764                                                                       
6: O20                                                                          
7: R32767S32767                                                                 
8: Z32767A32767                                                                 
9: ;  

Longer programs will need to be captured in a text file and saved.

Reading And Saving Programs

In the terminal program select the capture tab then select R for read in the menu as in the step above. Create a destination folder for the program or 
programs on the host computer then select that folder on the terminal capture tab.   

1) Select file path and name.

2) Set End After 1000 or greater seconds. You will be ending the capture manually

3) Select Start: overwrite to write the full file

4) On the screen enter the file number to be captured.

5) When the file has been fully written to the file the main menu will be reloaded 
    on the screen

6) Select stop capture on the capture tab
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When the program file is stored it will include everything that was written to the screen during the operation as shown below.  Delete all of the 
highlighted text to save the file format for future uploads to the SR23 program memory.

(SR23R1)
1: R32767S32767
2: Z32767A32767
3: O21
4: Z42690
.
.
.
114: R32121S30960
115: R30009
116: Z32767
117: R32244S32304
118: I21

N for (N)ew:   Creating a new or appending an unfinished program

The new program selection will allow the creation of a new program from the beginning or appending a program that was saved but not completed. 
When N is selected the program directory will be displayed on the terminal. Enter the number of the memory block where the new program is to be 
stored or where the program to be completed is stored. The terminal screen will display the following: 

Enter file number >1                    
                                        
To Continue An Existing Program Enter  C             
To Start A New Program Enter           N  

Enter N to create a new program from the start. And the following will displayed:

RE-Enter Location To Store The Program       
                                             
Verify Location 1 Y = yes, N = no, X = exit
The program will be stored in memory block 1 
Enter File name:TEST
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Enter the program name and the following will be displayed:

Program Step: 0                              
Home reference                               
Set Arm At Home Then Press Enter 

Position all 4 axis at the home (the starting point of every program) position. This can be done by disengaging the motor drives and moving the arm by 
hand to a position that is close to home then engaging the motor drives and using the manual drive buttons on the pedant. Use the speed adjustment 
knob to slow the speed to get more precise positioning. The arm may also be set in the home position by using the manual motor drive switches with 
the motors drives engaged.

Once the home position is entered the home counter values are stored. These counter values for home position are R32767 S32767  Z32767 A32767. 
The arm uses these values as reference for all positioning though out the program so all positions are relative to home. The following will be displayed:

Program step: 1
enter parameter  

Enter the program instruction desired for the first step. Examples of how a program might be started from home position are outlined below:

1) R and or S move to the left or right. When R is entered the step can be either an R alone move or coincident with an S (secondary rotational axis)  
    move or just an R move.

Set Arm At Home Then Press Enter                          
                      
R 32767
S 32767
Z 32767                                                               
A 32767        
Program Step: 1             
enter parameter              
R    
R 33804        
R = 33804                                                
Program Step: 1             
enter parameter           
R = 33804          
Verify step: 1                                                        
Y to store       
N to edit
         
S   
S 32479                                                    
S = 32479          
Program Step: 1            
enter parameter            
R = 33804S = 32479                  
Verify step: 1       
Y to store        
N to edit 

1) Move the arm in to a position that will be set as the Home position. This can be done manually by          
    disengaging the motor drivers or by  using the motor drive switches on the pendant. When the arm is in 
    home position hit enter to enter the position.                                            

2) enter R to perform an R movement. 

3) move the arm to the R axis position and hit enter when in the desired position. The R counter value will  
    increment or decrement.

4) if a move in only R is desired hit enter to skip to the verification step. But if an R and S move is desired 
    Then an S would be entered here (see below). 

NOTE: when moving in R and S the R axis should be locked (by engaging the motor drive) before it is        
            entered. This is due to the fact that the position of S joint is dependent on the position of the R        
            axis. Manual moves should always be finished with a slow motor move to the step position.
 
5) move the arm to the S axis position and hit enter when in the desired position. The S counter value will  
    increment or decrement. 

6) hit enter to enter the R and S position to go to the verification step

7) enter Y store the program step or N to edit the step position.

Z and A axis programming.  The Z and A axis program steps are programmed the same way as the R and S axis programming outlined above             
                           

1) enter O here to select an output program step
2) enter the output number to be controlled.
3) enter 1 for ON and 0 for OFF here
4) the state of the output is displayed

5) Press enter here to complete step
6) the output state is displayed for verification

7) Enter Y here to store the program step or N to edit the program step

Program Step: 1                                 
enter parameter                                 
O                                               
enter output number 1-8                         
D-Out 1 enter 1 for ON, 0 for OFF               
O 1 ON                                          
Program Step: 1                                 
enter parameter                                 
Dout 1 = 1                                      
                                                
Verify step: 1                                  
Y to store                                      
N to edit

WARNING:  During the programming of output control the output will transition to the state programmed when it is entered. All of the 
outputs can be deactivated by turning the output control on the control panel to OFF or by removing power or unplugging the individual 

output plug on the control cabinet.                                      

2) Output programming. Outputs are programmed using the O command. The relay outputs 1 - 8 are controlled from the program to turn on or off 
process equipment such as gripper, clamping of pickup vacuum valves, sending a start or stop signal to a CNC machine or other process controls. 
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Program Step: 1
enter parameter
I
enter input number 1-8
D-IN 1 enter 1 for CLOSE, 0 for OPEN
I 1, CLOSE                                                   
           
Program Step: 1
enter parameter
Din 1 = 1
                                                                  
Verify step: 1                                                
Y to store                                                      
N to edit 

3) (I) Input programming. The controls allow for two types of inputs. I inputs (I1 - I8) will cause the program to wait until the input transitions to the 
state programmed. So if input 1 is programmed to 1 then the program will watch input 1 until it transitions to ON then it will execute the next program 
line. L inputs (L1 – L4) will interrupt the movement of the arm as it is moving and then move to the next program line. L inputs are not part of the 
program but are anticipated e.g hitting a limit switch to verify that a part in in position.
                                          

4) (D) Dwell Time programming. Dwell time allows the program to pause for enough time for actions to be complete before progressing to the next 
program step.
                                          

Program Step: 1                                
enter parameter
D
enter dwell time in ms
200

dwell time = 200 ms
Program Step: 1
enter parameter
dwell time = 200

Verify step: 1
Y to store
N to edit

1) enter a D for a dwell program step

2) enter the dwell time in milliseconds.

3) dwell time is displayed
4) Press enter here to complete step

5) the input state is displayed for verification

7) Enter Y here to store the program step or N to edit the program step

1) enter an I here to select a wait on input program step
2) enter the output number to be controlled I1 – I8.
3) enter 1 for ON and 0 for OFF here
4) the state of the input is displayed

5) Press enter here to complete step
6) the input state is displayed for verification

7) Enter Y here to store the program step or N to edit the program step

5) (F) Function/Subroutine programming. The Function program instruction calls a sub program to be run from the main program. There are up to 4 
functions that can be called and all of these use the reference frame of the main program.
                                          

1) in the main program enter an F for a function call
2) enter the function number 0 - 3.
3) enter E to program the function or M to move through the already programmed function (see note below)
3) enter the function name

4) this is step 1 of the function F0

5) enter the program steps just as you would the main program

6) enter the semicolon to end the function and return to the main program

6) (V) Velocity/Speed change. The V command allows a programmed speed change. The speed setting can be a single digit from 0-9 where 0 is the 
slowest setting and 9 is the fastest setting. A setting of 9 corresponds to the full speed setting of the speed adjustment on the pendant.  
                                          

Program Step: 1
enter parameter
V
enter velocity number 0-9
velocity = 4
Program Step: 1
enter parameter

 Velocity = 4

Verify step: 1
Y to store
N to edit

1) enter a V for a velocity change
2) enter the velocity scaling factor number 0 – 9

3) press enter here to go to verification step

4) the stored velocity scaling factor is displayed 

5) Enter Y to store and N to edit the step

Program Step: 1
enter parameter
Enter The Function Number 0-3:
 Function Entry = E Function Move = M:
 Enter File Name:
F0 TEST
Enter Function Steps:
Program Step: 1
enter parameter
.
.
.
;

Note on E or M. once a function is programmed using the E for entry (the semicolon is entered to return to the main program) it is saved to memory. If 
and when the function is called again in the main program the arm will need to be moved through all of the function steps so that the counters maintain 
their reference through the end of the function and prior to entering any more program points in the main program. This is accomplished by enabling all 
motor drivers and entering the M for the function move. The arm will then move through all steps of the function and be in position for the next main 
program instruction/ 
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7) (C) Comment program. The C instruction allows adding comments to the program. These comments are stored in program memory and are 
displayed as (comment text).  

Program Step: 1
enter parameter
C
Enter comment below
pick up raw part
Program Step: 1
enter parameter
(pick up raw part)
Verify step: 1
Y to store
N to edit

1) enter C to enter a comment

2) enter the comment

3) press enter here to go to verification step
4) the comment to be stored is displayed
 
5) Enter Y to store and N to edit the step

8) (W) Write program to memory. During the creation of a program the program is automatically saved at 256 byte intervals and any any time a 
semicolon (end of program or function) is entered. The program can be saved manually by entering a W as a program step. This action will save the 
program to memory and put a + sign at the next program line. If another program step is entered after the W instruction then the + sign will be 
overwritten. The + sign in the program allows the program to be completed at another time. This is not the same as editing a program step or steps.

9) (H) Home. During the creation of a program it may be desirable to move the arm to the home position. The H command can be used to set the arm 
at the home position during the programming process. The motor drivers must be enabled and when the terminal screen prompts to hit enter to move 
the arm it will move to the home position in all of the axes. The arm only moves to the home position but the position is not saved as a program point 
so if the program point in any or all of the home positions needs to be added as a program point they will need to be entered as program steps at this 
point. If only the R and S positions are needed but the Z and the A need to be the same as the previous position (prior to the H command) then R and 
S would need to be added as the next program step.   

10) Completing (appending) a program

When a program is saved using the W instruction as covered above it can be completed at a later time by selecting the C option after the N to start a 
new program. When the C option is selected the terminal will display the following:

Enter file number >1                         
                                             
To Continue An Existing Program Enter  C     
To Start A New Program Enter           N     
Set Arm At Home Then Press Enter 

The arm is then set to the program home position. All motor drivers must now be enabled 

Enable All Motor Drives For Program Run      
                                             
 Press Start On Pendant To Run Program  

The pendant is now used to start the program run sequence and the arm will move though the program steps until it gets to the + sign that was inserted 
into the program memory using the W instruction. This allows the arm to maintain it's reference up to this point in the program. When the arm stops the 
terminal will display

Program Step: 167
enter parameter 

The next program step can be entered at this point and the program creation will be picked up from that point on.
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E for (E)dit:   Editing an existing program

The editing option is used to modify points in an existing program. When an E is entered control of the system is passed to the pendant where the 
program to be edited is selected and run as if in the program run mode. Please refer to the program Run section of this manual for information on how 
to select and run a program. All motor drivers must be enabled to allow the arm to move through each program step. 

The following will be displayed on the terminal: 

Enter choice >E
EDIT PROGRAM MODE
USE PENDANT TO LOAD AND RUN THE PROGRAM

At the first step of the program the pendant will display:

  START OR ENT
1: S32767

This is the first step of the program or the home set position for R,S,Z and A. These homing steps must be step through by pressing the START 
button on the pendant. 

  START OR ENT
3: Z 43991

Step 3 above is the first step where the arm will move. If this step does not require editing press the START button on the pendant and the arm will 
move to the next program point. If the step requires editing press the ENT button is pressed on the pendant and the terminal will now display the 
following:

Edit Step 3                             
Z43991                                  
Move to new Z position then hit enter   
Z 43991 The original z position
Z 45515 The new z position written over the above z position and then entered
Z 45515                                 
Load New Program Step 3 Enter Y or N Do you want to save this new position enter Y for Yes and N for No

If you enter Y for Yes the edited step will be saved if you enter N the step will be left as it was, the arm (if it was moved) will move back to the original 
step position and the following will be displayed on the terminal:

Edit Another Point Enter Y For Yes or Enter N to Exit Edit Mode

If a Y is entered the arm will move to the next step and the pendant will display the choice of START OR ENT for that step.

If a N is entered the terminal will go back to the main menu. 

Editing a program using a text editor

Programs can be captured, saved to a text (.txt) file with the terminal program and edited using a text editor. An example of a program edited using a 
text editor: 

(EXAMPLE)
1: R32767S32767
2: Z32767A32767
3: Z43991
4: F0
5: Z33585
7: Z43340
8: F1
10: Z33935
11: Z41683
12: F0
13: Z33516
14: Z42208
15: F1
16: Z33547
17: Z42728
18: ;

(EXAMPLE)
1: R32767S32767
2: Z32767A32767
2: D100  (insert Dwell time 100ms)   
2: O11 (insert Output 1 ON)
3: Z43991
3: O10 (insert Output 1 OFF
4: F0
5: Z33585
5: O21 (insert Output 2 ON)
7: Z43340
7: D100 (insert Dwell time 100ms
8: F1
10: Z33935
10: I11 (insert Input 1 wait for ON) 
11: Z41683
12: F0
13: Z33516
14: Z42208
15: F1
16: Z33547
17: Z42728
18: ;

(F0 EXAMPLE)
1: R32433S37353
2: ;
(F1 EXAMPLE)
3: R32597S32934
4: ;

Note:

Program line numbers are not saved in program memory. The line 
numbers can be repeated as shown and the program uploaded to 
the program memory. When the program is then downed the 
program line will be automatically renumbered sequentially.    
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Running a program

Programs are selected and run from the pendant. The programming computer is not required to be connected to the control cabinet to run programs 
that are stored in the program memory.

To select and run a program set the mode selector switch on the pendant to RUN. The first two lines of the program directory will be displayed on the 
pendant. Using the SCROLL switch scroll down or up until the cursor blinks over the program number to be run. Press the enter button to load the 
program. The following will be displayed on the pendant display:

CYCLE TIMES
0123456789 I1234

The number of cycle times can be selected by using the SCOLL switch to move the cursor over the digit desired and pressing the ENT button to enter 
the number.

The I1234 numbers represent input numbers that can be used to stop the machine cycles. This can be used if a limit switch is used to detect an out of 
part condition to stop the machine or if another machine in the process calls for a stop at the end of a cycle.

The number of cycle time is always a 3 digit number so if 4 machine cycles are required the entry sequence would be SCROLL to 0, press ENT, 
SCROLL to 0, press ENT, SCOLL to 4, press ENT or 004. As soon as 3 digits are entered the following will be displayed:

RUN TIMES 4
Y/N

SCROLL to Y or N and press ENT 

If Y was entered the following will be displayed

Set Prog Home
Then Press Enter

At this point the arm must be set at the home position for the program being run. The more precisely the home position is set the more precisely the 
program will run to the intended program step locations. This is where a detailed program layout diagram is important. The arm can be moved manually 
to an approximate home location with the motor drivers off and then moved into the precise location by switching the motor drivers on and using the 
direction indexing switches to move the motors electrically. The speed control should be turned down to move the arm as slowly as required to get it into 
the exact position. 

Once the arm has been set at home press the ENT button to set the position. The following will be displayed:

Press Start

Press the start button to start the program run.

The pendant display will display the program name on the first line and the program step on the second line. On coincident R and S steps only the S 
portion of the step is displayed.

Program Run Notes:

When a program is stopped using the pendant stop button or an emergency stop it can be restarted by pressing the start button on the pendant.

If the arm encounters an obstruction in any degree of motion it will stop under a fault condition. The fault will be displayed on the pendant display as 
R,S, Z or A  axis Fault. 
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